KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 2.5 NW+NE

LOCUS CB 25001

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) South: 464.30, North: 464.38

END LEVEL(S)

UNDER LOCUS (ESS) 011, 012, 022

OVER LOCUS(ES) 022

UNITS IN LOCUS: N/A

Volume in locus: N/A

FINDS: N/A

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______ FINE _______ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______, MOLDMADE _______, ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/ OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

See next page
CB25001

This is a large N-S wall that falls in both the NW and NE quadrants, though it is better exposed in the NW quadrant. Above the wall and to its east is CB25012, above and to the west is CB25011. The top course of stones is ashlar cut and forms a mostly flat surface at its preserved height. Its southernmost stone in the top course is ca. 80 cm in length, width, and height, though the bottom is sitting on chinking stones and is roughly cut. The lowest visible portion of the wall, seen from the west, is a course of limestone of varying quality, ranging in size between 20-40 cm in length and 12-18 cm in height. Where one expects a second course of stone, north of the southernmost block is a layer of crushed limestone and fill for approximately 1.7 meters, CB25022. This 1.7 meters is taken up by three large stones in the top course, each ca. 60 cm in length and between 40 and 60 cm in width. In the west, each stone is sitting beside smaller rocks that give the wall its consistent 80 cm width. The nicer face of this portion of the wall is in the east, where the space probably continued to be occupied, perhaps by squatters. North of this 1.7 meter section, the lower courses of rocks are ashlar cut and continuous from the bottom of the excavated area to the preserved height of the wall. At this point in the top course, there are two rocks at a slightly higher elevation, forming a slightly raised area, possibly part of an earlier threshold, of 80 cm in width and 45 cm in length. The elevation drops slightly again to two nicely cut rocks, 80 cm in width and 30 in length and the wall continues to the North and bonds completely and clearly with wall CB25003, which is of a lower quality. It is possible that the stones of this wall that are ashlar cut were added to an earlier rubble wall, with ashlar stones in the lower courses placed where the wall needed to bear weight, and limestone fill and smaller stones used below the ashlar cut stones of the doorway that did not need to be load bearing.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB25 NW  
LOCUS: CB25002

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): FLOOR

BEG. LEVEL(S): 464.22
END LEVEL(S): 464.02-10

UNDER LOCUS (ES): 011, 013, 017
OVER LOCUS(ES): 002.1, 014, 013

UNITS IN LOCUS:
014, 019, 022, 030, 031, 032, 034, 046
Volume in locus: 1370L

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 18.4 kg + 16bs, FINE 4bs, UNID 7.4 kg + 5bs
   LDM ESA, maybe Kfar Hananya
   SPAN/CONDITION Bronze Age through Hellenistic or Early Roman / small to medium, worn
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE, HELL, MOULDMADE, ROMAN
3. COINS
4. FAUNAL
5. OTHER: Metal: T#551, Plaster: T#552, 1145, Bone: T#550, 553, 1183
6. INU: KO8PO77, KO8TC003
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/TouchING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

See next page
CB25002

This is a badly preserved pebble-and-dirt floor excavated in the NW quadrant. The Kfar Hananya fill, CB25011, and the earlier and generally lower fill, CB25017, are both above this locus in different areas. The best preserved portion of this floor was present in the SW corner of the NW quadrant, which was excavated with a small portion of CB2.6 NE. In this portion, a deposit sealed by this floor was removed as CB25002.1. An imperfectly sealed deposit from the easternmost meter of the NW quadrant was excavated as CB25014. The floor was generally better preserved in this easternmost meter near wall CB25001, though there were still many patches in which it was untraceable. In the area west of the N-S running line of rocks, CB25018, the floor was only preserved in the SW corner and in small patches seen in the baulk. It did not seal the units below its elevation and was cut through by CB25017, a layer of heavy, rocky rubble debris. The floor itself appeared to contain areas of crushed limestone as well as mudbrick, in varying thicknesses and areas. Two probes, CB25013, cut through and under the floor, one showing that the floor stopped short of wall CB25003 ca. 15 cm south of its face. This could be due to vermin activity or simply later destruction of the floor.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 25 MN

LOCUS CB 25002.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

Sealed Deposit Under Floor

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.02

END LEVEL(S) 463.43

UNDER LOCUS (ES) CB 25002

OVER LOCUS(ES) None

UNITS IN LOCUS:

Volume in Locus: 610 L

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 245 kg

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE___ ROLL, MOULDMADE____ ROMAN_____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: f. T. 1147; Bone: T. 1149, 1283; Shell: T. 1149

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OR UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

See next page
CB25002.1

This is a sealed deposit under floor CB25002. The soil was caramel-brown and contained many small to medium rocks, but none of the larger rubble seen in the debris of deposit CB25017, which was to its north and east. To its east was trench CB2.6, and the area to its south was not excavated. There were some areas of sand and shell, which could be remnants of animal activity or older mortar. The plaster in this deposit shows that a plaster-faced wall was destroyed before this floor was in place or that larger rubble from a later destruction was forced deeper under the floor than earlier suspected. The pottery indicates that nothing in this deposit need date later than the 4th century B.C., but if this floor patch is of the same phase as the paving stones, the LDM for the phase would be in the 2nd century B.C. It is doubtful that the paving stones were built by the squatters, but rather by the people of the last occupation. This would indicate that there were two destructions that produced debris of plaster walls. The lack of large rocks in the deposits that include debris of this first destruction could indicate the reuse of them for the next architectural phase.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB25 MW

LOCUS CB25003

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) WALL

BEG. LEVEL(S) W: 444.17, E: 444.15

END LEVEL(S)

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 013, 011

OVER LOCUS (ES) None

UNITS IN LOCUS: N/A

Volume in Locus: N/A

FINDS: N/A

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE _____ UNID

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____ BELL: MOULDMADE _____ ROMAN _____

3. COINS

4. FURNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI E.G. OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

See next page
CB25003

This is an E-W wall in the north of CB2.5, extending from the east side to the NW corner of the NE quadrant, joining completely with wall CB25001. It is a rubble wall made from stones ca. 15-35 cm in length and width, with many smaller rocks in the center. Only the southern side is exposed, with the northern side still unexcavated in the trench to the north. While it aligns with the E-W wall in trench 2.6, it is a wider wall, though the actual width remains unknown. There are several very small areas of plaster preserved on the southern face, which are at the same elevation as the plaster on the walls in CB2.6. It appears that below this level is foundation or possibly the face of an earlier use phase.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB2.5 NE
LOCUS: CB25004

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Tabun

BEGIN LEVEL(S): 464.55
END LEVEL(S): 464.13

UNDER LOCUS (ES): Old
OVER LOCUS (ES): O06

UNITS IN LOCUS: None
Volume in Locus: NA

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT._____  FINE______  UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_____  HELL. MOULDMADE______  ROMAN____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

See next page
CB25004

This locus is a mud brick tabun. It is located East of wall CB25001 and is nearly touching it. It is less than a meter south from locus 005, which is a Hermon Jar reused as a tabun. The tabun was preserved up to a height of 464.55. The walls of the tabun, between 1 and 3 cm thick, were in very poor condition, broken but held in place by the soil within it. In addition, the tabun had no bottom. There was a fill inside the tabun that has been given the locus 004.0. In relation to the rest of the trench it was over locus 006 and under locus 010.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB25 NE

LOCUS: CB250040

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill inside Tabun

BEG LEVEL(S): 464.39

END LEVEL(S): 464.13

UNDER LOCUS(ES): 012

OVER LOCUS(ES): 006

UNITS IN LOCUS: 087

Volume in Locus: 100 L

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL wt. 1.4 kg FINE L R UNI D 0.32 kg

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE___ HELD, MOULOMADE___ ROMAN___

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: Phase: T.# 1555, Shell: T.# 1654

6. INDEX

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT: Float: T.# 1552, Frag for RA: T.# 1553

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT. 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

see next page
CB25004.0

This locus is the fill inside of the tabun. The uncontaminated fill (i.e. not topsoil) began at a height of 464.39 and ended at a height of 464.13. The very top of the fill, from the height of the tabun (464.55) down 16 cm, was removed in order to avoid any later contamination of the fill within. When no bottom of the tabun was discovered it was decided that the bottom fill level would end when the tabun ended (464.13). The soil within the tabun was crumbly with some vegetation. Near the bottom of the fill the soil became softer and darker. For 100 L of soil removed from the fill only 1.4 kg of pottery was removed. The fill was located over locus 006 and under 012. This tabun was probably associated with the squatter phase because it was in the entranceway that was likely used during the last period of occupation.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB2.5 NE
LOCUS: CB25 005

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Hermon jar reused as Tabun
BEG. LEVEL(S): 464.55
END LEVEL(S): 464.05

UNDER LOCUS (ES): 012
OVER LOCUS(ES): 006

UNITS IN LOCUS: 082
Volume in Locus: N/A

FINDS:

1. POTTERY:
   - TOTAL WT.: 28 kg
   - FINE: 0
   - UNIRED: 2 lbs
   - LDM: Hermon Jar
   - SPAN/CONDITION: N/A / reconstructable vessels

2. LAMPS:
   - WHEELMADE:___  HELL. MOULDMADE:______  ROMAN:______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

see next page
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB25 NE
LOCUS CB25 005

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Hermen jar reused as Tabun

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.55 END LEVEL(S) 464.05

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 012 OVER LOCUS(ES) 006

UNITS IN LOCUS: 082
Volume in Locus: N/A

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 23 kg FINE 0 UNID 2.65

LDM Hermen 3ar

SPAN/CONDITION N/A/ reconstructable vessel

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

see next page
CB25005

This locus is the Hermon jar reused as a tabun. Like the tabun the Hermon Jar is very close to wall CB25001. It is less than a meter north of tabun. The jar was found buried upside down with its lower portion missing its bottom and the rim purposefully broken off. It is preserved up to a height of 464.55 and down to 464.05 and is between 1 and 2 cm thick. The jar was found broken and being held together by the fill inside of it. The rim of the jar appeared to be more or less cleanly broken off and was not found under or inside of the jar. The fabric of the jar was discolored to a pinkish color due the heat associated with its use as a tabun. In relation to the rest of the trench it was over locus 006 and under locus 012. This jar is likely of the same phase as the tabun, which is the squatter phase.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 2.5 NE
LOCUS CB 25005.0

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill inside Hermon reused as Tabun

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 444.40
END LEVEL(S) 463.98

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 012
OVER LOCUS(ES) 005

UNITS IN LOCUS: 0.84
Volume in Locus: 60 L

FINOS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 16 kg FINE BASE UNID 0.33 kg
LDM Spatter everted rim bowl, local fine, semi-fine, and cookware
SPAN/CONDITION Bronze Age through Hellenistic /small to medium worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE
ABMNR

3. COINS
4. FANRAL

5. OTHER Plaster: T. # 1549, 1434

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT Float: T. # 1580

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCIE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

see next page
CB25005.0

This locus is the fill inside the Hermon Jar. The uncontaminated fill began at a height of 464.40 and ended at a height of 463.98. The soil consistency was much like that of the tabun fill in that the top portion had crumbly soil and vegetation in it. The lower fill was much softer and darker. As with the tabun, to avoid contamination with later fill, the top 15 cm of fill was removed. For 60 L of soil having been removed 1 kg of pottery was recovered. In relation to the rest of the trench it was over locus 905 and under locus 012.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

Area CB 25 NE

Locus CB 25006

Type (Wall, floor, fill etc.) Floor

Beg. level(s) 464.05

End level(s) 463.85

Under locus(es) 004, 020, 004, 005

Over locus(es) 021, 006.1

Units in locus:

091, 092, 093, 094

Volume in locus: 1730 L

Finds:

1. Pottery: Total wt. 274.4 kg

Fine 6R/5 Bases, unid 10.25 kg

2. Lamps: Wheelmade, Hellenistic, Small to medium, worn; some better edges on OS, RBG, and PBG

3. Coins

4. Faunal

5. Other Bone: T. 1723, 1655, 1656

6. Inv. K08P190, K08P191, K08P192

7. Sediment Analysis/Float

Locus description: include 1. physical description, preservation, extent, 2. relation to other loci ie over/under/touching/bonding with other floors/fills/walls etc. Use other side of sheet if necessary.

See next page
CB25006

This locus is the uncontaminated floor in CB 2.5 NE. The floor began at a level of 464.05 and ended at a level of 463.85. The floor consisted of several laminates of crushed limestone. The floor could belong to both the last occupation phase of the building and the squatter phase of the building. Unlike the floor in the NW quadrant, 006 was not destroyed by either the squatters or the Kfar Hananya robbers. The floor is preserved throughout CB 2.5 NE, running all the way up to wall CB25001. In relation to the rest of the trench it was located over loci 021 and 006.1 and under 004, 020, 004.0, and 005.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB25 NE
LOCUS: CB25006.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Sub-floor Fill
BEG. LEVEL(S): 463.90
END LEVEL(S): 463.77
UNDER LOCUS (ES): 006
OVER LOCUS(ES): None

UNITS IN LOCUS: 097

Volume in Locus: 1560 L

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 14.14 kg
   FINE 6.85/1. BASE UNIO 14.14 kg
   LCM Red-slipped 2nd C. Fine Ware
   SPAN/CONDITION: Bronze Age through Late Hellenistic / Small to large, joining frags of WAM between Units 96+97, OJ and gates have larger sherds

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULOMADE
   ROMAN

3. COINS

4. Faunal

5. OTHER: Skin: T. #172.9; LItVic: T. #1730; Bone: TH1860; Copper: TH1842

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/ OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/ BONDBING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

See next page
CB25006.1

This locus is the deposit under locus 006. The fill consisted of grey-brown to brown soil mixed with small to medium rocks. This fill was very pottery dense. From 1560 L of soil 41.5 kg of pottery was removed. The fill began at a height of 463.90 and ends at a height of 463.77, which demarcates the end of excavation in this area. Locus 006.1 is beside locus 023, which appears to be a slightly different sort of fill even though it is under the same floor. In relation to the rest of the trench 006.1 was not over any new loci and was under locus 006.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB 25 NE

LOCUS: CB 26007

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S): 008

END LEVEL(S): 008

UNDER LOCUS (ES): N/A

OVER LOCUS(ES): 008

UNITS IN LOCUS: N/A

Volume in Locus: N/A

FINDS: N/A

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE_____ UNIQ_____

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_______ HELL. MOULDMADE_____

ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLORAS

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS. IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

See next page
CB2:5007

This is a N-S wall that only has three stones showing, coming out of the eastern baulk of CB2.5 NE. They are 20 cm high, beginning at 463.90 and ending at 464.10, coming 1.04 meters out of the SE corner of the baulk. Without further excavation, what phase it belongs to cannot be said.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.5 NW+NE
LOCUS CB25008

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) BAULK TRIM + SWEEP
BEG. LEVEL(S) N/A
END LEVEL(S) N/A
UNDER LOCUS (ES) 008
OVER LOCUS(ES) 008

UNITS IN LOCUS:
'025, '039, '040, '051, '070, '081, '098, '199, '175
Volume in Locus: 1650
FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 5.47 kg, FINE 2 rim, 2 bases, UNID 1.7 kg
   LDM Ras-al-Fukra
   SPAN/CONDITION Early Bronze to Modern, small to medium, worn, some large sherds
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELL, MOULDMADE______ ROMAN_____
3. COINS
4. FAUNAL
5. OTHER Materials: Tbl43, Bone: Tbl150, Mudbrick/Tanor: Tbl151, TC: Tbl1631
6. IND. KOSPO63
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS, OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

BAULK Trim + sweeping throughout CB2.5 NW+NE.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 2.5 NW+NE

LOCUS CB25009

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Topsoil

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 465.20 → 464.30

END LEVEL(S) 464.44 → 464.40

UNDER LOCUS (ES) None

OVER LOCUS (ES) 010

UNITS IN LOCUS:
001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 043, 044, 045, 071, 072

Volume in Locus: 19.220 L

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 86.21 kg  FINE 0  UNID 0.5 % kg

LDM Ras-al-Feikra

SPAN/CONDITION EBA to Modern / Small to Medium / Worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELED MADE HELL. MOULD MADE ROMAN Pers. Folded - 1

3. COINS Th56 (ko6c026), 1219 (ko6c035)

4. FAUNAL 1285

5. OTHER Metal: Th14, 70, 91, 341, 1386 Plaster: Th15, 40, 43, 757, 1218, 1386

Bone: Th14, 79, 92, 22, 1215, 1383 Glass: Th17, 40, 647, 1266 Tessera: Th69 TC: Th135

6. INU. Ko6c002, Ko6c006, Ko6c015

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

See next page
CB25009

This locus is the topsoil layer contiguous between CB 2.5 NW and NE. The topsoil layer in CB 2.5 NE is deeper than that in CB 2.5 NW. The height of the topsoil is between 465.20 and 464.80. Its depth is between 464.94 and 464.40. The soil has evidence of modern activity in the form of modern coins, glass and pottery. The topsoil is black to dark brown in color and is very clumpy. There was quite a bit of vegetation in the soil including brush and plant roots. Small bits of limestone chunks were also present in the soil. Locus 009 was over locus 010 and under none.
KEDESHE LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 2.5 NW + NE

LOCUS CB 25010

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) SUBSOIL

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 464.94 - 464.50

END LEVEL(S) 464.30 - 464.40

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 004

OVER LOCUS(ES) 011, 012

UNITS IN LOCUS:

007, 008, 014, 047, 076

Volume in Locus: 6276 l

FINDS

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 53.73 kg FINE. 38.18 kg, UNID. 16.8 kg

LDM Ras-al-Fukra (3 sherds in one unit), then Kfar Haananya

SPAN/CONDITION EBA through modern, maybe 50 BC / small to medium worn, some large w/

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELD, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: Plaster: T. 121, 137, 759, 761, 1417, 1843; Bone: T. 120, 136, 758, 1415, 1416,

Stopper: T. 149; Metal: T. 140; Iron: T. 142

6. IND: KOS9007

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.

RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER

FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

see next page
CB25010

This locus is subsoil throughout the NW and NE quadrants of CB2.5, below CB25009 and above the Kfar Hananya rubble of loci CB25011 and CB25012. The soil was gray-brown and contained some plaster. This locus was deeper in the east and contained semifine pottery in fairly good condition, indicating that this subsoil locus may contain some of the lower deposits, though these could not be separated. Within the subsoil, the upper portions of the tabun, CB25004, and the reused jar, CB25005, became visible.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 25 NW + NE

LOCUS CB 2501

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Upper West Fill

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 464.73

END LEVEL(S) 464.17

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 010

OVER LOCUS (ES) 001, 002, 003, 004

UNITS IN LOCUS: 9060 L

009, 010, 011, 012, 013, 014, 015, 016, 028, 044, 049, 050

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 88.66 kg

FINEWARE: 28.0 kg

MUDWARE: 60.66 kg

2. LAMPS: WHEELED MADE:

HELLED, MOULDMADE:

ROMAN:

BROOKE TYPE 23 - 1

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

MELON: T#195, 260

BONE: T#202, 256, 254, 1492, 0106, 003, 003, 019, 257

GLASS: T#203, 395, 4141

TERRAC: T#267

5. OTHER

HEEL: T#194, 003, 020, 257, 254, 259, 443

SLEEPER: T#267

6. INU. CB 2502

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.

RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER

FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

See next page
CB25011

This is a layer of rubble in the NW quadrant of CB2.5 that is associated with the Kfar Hananya era robbers. Below the subsoil, CB25010, this locus is over walls CB25001, CB25003, floor CB25002, and fill CB25017. It is uneven, being deeper in the center of the NW quadrant. The soil was gray-brown and contained many rocks, between 10 and 80 cm in length, as well as a fairly well preserved Doric column base. It is likely that the rubble generated by the wall robbing in this area was part of both this locus and the lower rubble locus, CB25017. It is unclear whether the wall robbing that this locus contains occurred during the earlier squatter phase or was large and disruptive enough to have occurred during the time of the Kfar Hananya robbers and still reached the low elevations of the ESA era destruction.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C025 NNE

LOCUS C025012

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Upper East Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 4164.58 → 4144.43

END LEVEL(S) 4164.39

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 010

OVER LOCUS(ES) 020, 004, 005, 001, 003

UNITS IN LOCUS: 073, 074, 077, 083, 086

Volume in Locus: 4,510 L

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT: 42.45 FINE: 0.12 kg + 4/05, 1.865 Foot UNTO 14.71 kg

LD: Medieval, Green Glaze, 1st Kurs Hananya

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze Age through Medieval / small to medium, some larger and better preserved

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE, HELM, MOULDMADE, ROMAN Folded (unknown) - 1

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

Metal: T#1342, 1425 Plaster: T#1349, 1428, 1368, 1427, 1547, 1633, 653 Tablet: T#1429 Stopper: T#1430

5. OTHER

Bone: T#1341, 1387, 1425 Glass: T#1389, Stone: T#1429 Shell: T#1436

6. INU, KO6I16, KO6P158, KO6P159, KO6P160, KO6SA006, KO6SAA006

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI (IE OVER/UNDER/Touching/Bonding WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

see next page.

Note: The green glaze was likely from contaminated soil and because it was the only piece of later pottery from 412.45 below, it was ignored for purposes of phasing.
CB25012

- This is a layer of destruction debris in the NE quadrant left by the Roman era wall robbers. It is under subsoil locus CB25010 and over loci CB25020, an earlier fill above floor CB25006 and surrounded the tabun and reused Hermon jar. It contained a large amount of semifine that was likely contiguous with the semifine found in the subsoil locus, but which was not able to be located with the Roman era locus.
KEYESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.5 NW

LOCUS CB25013

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Probes

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.28/464.26

END LEVEL(S) 463.71/464.22

UNDER LOCUS(ES) 017,

OVER LOCUS(ES) 003, 017, 016

UNITS IN LOCUS:

020, 023,

Volume in Locus: 1690 L

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 12.3 kg FINE 5 lbs UNION 5.95 kg

LOM BSP

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze Age through 160 BC / small to medium, worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_____ HELL, MOULDMADE_____ ROMAN_____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL


6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

see next page
CB25013

This locus consisted of two probes made in CB 2.5 NW. These probes were conducted to discover the layer of floor and its depth and the nature of the deposits beneath it. While one probe yielded little, in the second wall CB25003 was discovered. The wall was discovered at a depth of 464.18/464.15. Both probes were in the far eastern portion of the CB 2.5 NW. Locus 013 was under locus 017 and over loci 003, 007, and 016.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB25 NW

LOCUS CB25014

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) sub-floor fill, under CB25002

BEG. LEVEL(S) 463.91

END LEVEL(S) 463.72

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 002

OVER LOCUS (ES) 019

UNITS IN LOCUS: 033

Volume in Locus: 1270 L

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 12.2 kg Fine, 1 lb, 2 lbs Unid 5.2 kg

LDM BSP

SPAN/CONDITION Middle Bronze to Hellenistic (small to medium worn, some decent Hell. edges)

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_______ HELM, MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IND. K08P078

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT. 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE QUER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

see next page
CB25014

This locus is the deposit beneath floor CB25002, though it is not completely sealed. The soil was tan to brown in color and was very soft. There were some limestone inclusions but no plaster. The definite sub-floor began at an elevation of 463.91 and ended at an elevation of 463.72. The LDM was BSP, and likely represents the final occupation stage. It is above fill layer CB25019, likely an earlier fill.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C 2° 25′ NW

LOCUS C 325015

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Paving stones

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 464.28 END LEVEL(S) 464.15

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 017 OVER LOCUS (ES) 015.1

UNITS IN LOCUS: N/A Volume in Locus: N/A

FINDS: N/A

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______ FINE _______ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ FELL, MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI ie OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

see next page
CB25015

This locus is the paving stones in the NW corner of CB 2.5 NW. They were found in very close relation to wall CB25003 just south of the remains of plaster facing and are approximately the same elevation as the portions of preserved floor found elsewhere in the quadrant. The stones were smooth and medium in size. The stones ran in an arch, curving out towards the east, starting in the NW corner of CB 2.5 NW and ending about a meter and a half south of CB25003. It was under these paving stones, in a completely sealed area of fill, that the gaming pieces and terra cotta statuette were found. This locus was over the sealed locus 015.1 and under locus 017.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 2.5 NW

LOCUS CB25015

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Sealed deposit under paving stones

BEG. LEVEL(S) 4164.15

END LEVEL(S) 4163.71

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 015

OVER LOCUS (ES) 017

UNITS IN LOCUS: 056

Volume in Locus: 770 L

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 18.4 kg FINE 11 kg SBS 56.5 kg UNID 6.7 kg

LDM Phoenician Coastal Fine * Possible Proto or Real EBA, very arguable

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze Age to 2nd c. B.C. small to medium wares, some larger and finer OI, semifine, and cookware

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Bone: T. # 973, 965; Shell: T. # 966; Plaster: T. # 967

6. METAL K086004, K086005, K087001, K08P110, K08 M029, K08 M030, K08 M030, K08 M031, K08 M032, K08 M033, K08 M002

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/_FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCi ECE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

See next page
This locus is a deposit of tan brown soil with some small rocks and plaster that was sealed by the paving stones CB25015. In this locus were found a cache of finds, including a statuette of a draped man, a glass gaming set that included 5 glass astragali and 9 pairs of round glass game pieces in ascending size. Also found were a small bone figurine of a draped woman and what is likely a metal hanging lamp. These finds might have been grouped together for removal or collection, but because the squatter phase does not show much evidence of architectural production, this group of finds should represent an earlier act of collection, whose phase I do not know.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 2.5 NW  
LOCUS CB 25016

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Rubble Pit
BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.12
END LEVEL(S) 463.65
UNDER LOCUS (ES) 017
OVER LOCUS(ES) 017

UNITS IN LOCUS:
024
Volume in Locus: 220 L

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.7 kg  FINE 0  UNID 1.3 kg
   LDM Hellenistic Cookware
   SPAN/CONDITION Bronze Age through Hellenistic (small to medium, worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE______ HELL. MOULDMADE______ ROMAN______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Bone: T. #481, Stepper: T. #573

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.  
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS(es) OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER  
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

see next page
This locus is the rubble pit in the south central section of CB 2.5 NW. The rubble pit acts as a demarcation for the sections of well-preserved floor of CB25002 in the east and the all but absent floor in the west. CB25002 continues, sometimes only in patches, to the east of the rubble pit and in fact comes all the way up to the eastern lip of the pit before becoming increasingly hard to find. Within the rubble pit itself were found two large cut stones, many medium sized rocks, and soft soil. The pit ended when the amount of rocks decreased and the soil became less soft. The pit began at the height of 464.12 and ended at a depth of 463.42. Locus 016 was under locus 027 and over 017.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB2.5 NW
LOCUS: CB25017

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S): 464.30
END LEVEL(S): 463.18

UNDER LOCUS (ES): 011, 002, 013, 015
OVER LOCUS (ES): 016, 017, 012

UNITS IN LOCUS:
018, 021, 024, 026, 029, 035, 036, 037, 038, 042, 052, 053, 054, 055,
057, 058, 059, 060, 061, 062, 065, 066

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 163.59 kg FINE 32.63, 19, 4 bases UNID 59.52 kg + 3.85

LDM: ESA

SPAN/CONDITION: EBA through 140 BC

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 1 HEEL MOULDMADE 2 ROMAN FORS. FOLDED-1 GRITTY FOLDED-1

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER:

6. INU:

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

See next page
CB25017

This is a large layer of destruction debris in the NW quadrant below the Roman era debris of CB25011, below parts of CB25015.1, floor CB25002, and above the paving stones of CB25015 as well as parts of the rubble pit. This locus was able to be above and below some other loci because of the size of rubble included in this debris, and likely the force with which they penetrated floors, walls, paving stones, and earlier fills. The cause of this debris is unclear. Given the large size of the debris, which included several pillars from pillar and rubble made walls, it is possible that with simple, unaided wall collapse this debris might have gone as deep as it did. It is also possible that this was rubble left from earlier wall robbers. This layer of debris which cuts through the whole trench appears to have made the space impossible to occupy, as there is little evidence of heavy squatter or later activity in the area. It is necessary to note here that while a wheel made lamp is in this locus, it was removed with a unit that was excavated to remove any chance of later debris from a lower, sealed floor deposit, and this wheel made lamp, probably 4th or 3rd centuries BC, likely belongs to the deposit under the floor, or CB25002.1, although it was not able to be focused as such due to the other material in the unit.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 2.5 NW
LOCUS CB 25018

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Line of rods
BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.07
END LEVEL(S) 463.45
UNDER LOCUS (ES) 014
OVER LOCUS(ES) None

UNITS IN LOCUS:
064
Volume in Locus: 690 L
FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT: 4.0 kg FINE 0 UNID 142 kg

1DM Judaeo-Cupped Rim Jug
SPAN/CONDITION Bronze Age through 2nd c. BC/small to medium, worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE____ HELL. MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_____

3. COINS
4. FAUNAL
5. OTHER Bone: T. # 1181 Mudbrick/Thator: T. # 1094
6. INV. K08 P1 22
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

see next page
CB25018

This locus is the line of rocks south of wall CB25003 in the eastern half of CB 2.5 NW. This line of rocks, though not a wall, did appear to delineate different levels of preservation. To the east of this line, the floor and fill beneath were better preserved than the floor and fill to the west, which were almost completely destroyed. It is possible that it delineates a large, intentionally made rubble pit, but there is no direct evidence for this. The top of the line of rocks was 464.07 and the lowest section was 463.45. Locus 018 was under 014 and over no other locus.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA GB 2.5 NW

LOCUS GB25019

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill east of 018

BEG. LEVEL(S) 463. 79

END LEVEL(S) 463. 60

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 002, 014

OVER LOCUS(ES) None

UNITS IN LOCUS:

069, 069, 1450

Volume in Locus: 1450

17.4 kg

VOLUME

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. FINE UNID 7.75 kg

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELLENISTIC MOULDMADE ROMAN Pressed Folded 25

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL


Stoppers: T. 1180, T. 1234

6. INU. KO 84 028

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS ie OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BOUNDRY WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

See next page
CB25019

This is a fill layer whose soil matrix is dark brown with some small rocks. It is below CB25014, and to the west of CB25001, and south of CB25003. It probably is fill from the latest occupation stage or earlier. Its western edge is delineated by the line of rocks, CB25018.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.5 NE

LOCUS CB25020

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 464, 12-04

END LEVEL(S) 463, 97

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 012

OVER LOCUS(ES) 006

UNITS IN LOCUS:
078, 079, 080, 085, 088, 089

Volume in Locus: 1210 L

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 12.45 kg FINE 4.4 kg, 16 unstr. frags

UNID 4.4 kg

LDM ESA

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze Age through Late Hellenistic or Early Roman / Small to medium, born

2. LAMPS: WHELMade HELL, MOULDMade / in Semi Fine ROMAN / Semi fine Folded

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Plaster: Th1439, 1512, 1629, 1513, 1630, 1557 Bone: Th1438, 1511, 1635, 1636, 1556

6. IND

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS 1E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/ BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

see next page
CB25020

This locus is the fill in CB 2.5 NE, which is below the Kfar-Hananya fill but above the uncontaminated floor CB25006. The soil from the fill is crumbly with a light grey-brown color, and also includes some bits of plaster and degraded limestone. The LDM of ESA recovered from this fill shows that this fill probably dates to the squatter phase. The height of 020 ranges between 464.12-.04 and goes to a depth of 463.97. The locus was under 012 and over 006.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CQ 2.5 NE

LOCUS C825021

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Floor, contaminated

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.05

END LEVEL(S) 463.89

UNDER LOCUS (ES) B20

OVER LOCUS(ES) 006.1

UNITS IN LOCUS:

Volume in Locus: 1020 L

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 14.5 kg FINE2.65, rim UNID 5.15 kg

LDM Ras-al-Fukra, then Roman Jar and a Roman Cook

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze Age through Modern / uniformly small to medium, worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_____ HELL: MOULDMADE_______ ROMAN_____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Bone: T. # T. 1560, Slag: T. # T. 1561

6. INDU. K08 M036

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS I.E. OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/ BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

see next page
This locus is the contaminated floor in CB 2.5 NE under locus 020 and over locus 006.1, which is the fill under the floor. The contaminated floor consisted of a lot of small, crumbly limestone and crumbly gray-brown soil. There were also some medium sized rocks. The floor had Ras-al-Fukra as its LDM but also had Roman Jar and Cookware fabrics. All of the pottery from this locus was uniformly small to medium in size and worn. The contamination of the Ras-al-Fukra possibly came from some topsoil that was spilled in during an unplanned baulk trimming by one of the workmen. The height of the locus was 464.05 and its depth was 463.89. Therefore, the level of the contaminated floor is almost completely contiguous with that of the uncontaminated floor of locus 006. As with 006, the floor was made up of many laminates of crushed limestone. This locus, although contaminated with later pottery, was not dug as deeply as the uncontaminated floor locus, so it might better represent the pottery assemblage of the floor itself and not the deposit beneath it.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 2.5 NW + NE  LOCUS CB25022

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 46 4.10/46 5.92  END LEVEL(S) 463.77

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 003, 006  OVER LOCUS(ES) 003

UNITS IN LOCUS:

DI1, 006
Volume in Locus: 570 L

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 7.14 kg FINE 1.5 2.  UNIOD 3 kg

LMH Hem Bowl in Local Fine

SPAN/CONDITION EBA through 2nd c. BC /Small to Medium, worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE  HEll, MOULDMADE  ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Bone: T. # 1658  Iron: T. # 1659  Stopper: 7th 863

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS ie OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/ BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

see next page
CB25022

This locus is the degraded/crushed limestone fill near and under the wall CB25001 in both CB 2.5 NW and NE. The limestone fill may have been placed down on top of an earlier rubble wall in order to make a threshold. On either end of CB25001 there are large load bearing stones. However, in the middle there were only small ashlar stones placed on the limestone fill. This central section would not have had the same load bearing capabilities as either end of CB25001. There is the question of why the limestone fill shows up on the CB 2.5 NE side of CB25001, and for that there is no clear answer. The soil fill associated with and underneath the limestone was grey-brown and clumpy. The limestone began at a height between 464.10 and 463.92 and ended at 463.77. Locus 022 was under loci 003 and 006, and over locus 003.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 2.5 NE

LOCUS CB28023

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 46 3.89

END LEVEL(S) 46 3.72

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 006

OVER LOCUS(ES) Near

UNITS IN LOCUS: 095

Volume in locus: 590 L

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 9.2 kg FINE 0 UNID 2.8 kg

LDM Generic Hell Fine Ware

SPAN/CONDITION EBA through Late Hell / small to medium worn; Griddles and OT are less worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL, MOULDMADE ROMAN Reg. Folded: 1 frag

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Bone: T. # 1657, Stopper: T. # 1727

6. INU

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS E.G. OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

See next page
CB25023

This locus is the fill that in soil color and pottery assemblage is contiguous with the fill locus 006.1. Locus 023 is limited to a N-S swath in the SE corner of trench CB 2.5 NE. The height of this locus is 463.89 and goes to a depth of 463.72. The soil here was dark brown with many chunks of small rocks. There was very little actual soil as the density of rocks was so high. The rocks may be the remains of the re-working of previous architectural stones. The soil and pottery from 023 and 006.1 seem to be contiguous but were kept in separate loci due to the large amount of rocks. Locus 006 was under 023 and there are none over it.